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Adsorption-induced restructuring of gold nanochains

S. R. Bahn, N. Lopez, J. K. No”rskov, and K. W. Jacobsen
Center for Atomic-scale Materials Physics, Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark,

DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby, Denmark
~Received 29 October 2001; revised manuscript received 1 February 2002; published 29 August 2002!

The chemical properties of single-atomic chains of gold atoms are investigated using density functional
calculations. The nanochains are shown to be unusually chemically active with strong chemisorption of oxygen
atoms and carbon monoxide. The chemisorption energies vary significantly with the strain/stress conditions for
the chain. Oxygen atoms are found to energetically prefer to get incorporated into a chain forming a new type
of gold-oxygen nanochain with a conductance of one quantum unit. We suggest that the long bond lengths
observed in electron microscopy investigations of gold chains can be due to oxygen incorporation.
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It has recently been shown that it is possible to form m
tallic wires consisting of a single-atom chain of gold atom
This was first seen in molecular dynamics simulations1,2 and
subsequently found using different experimen
approaches.3,4 Several aspects of the mechanical, electric
and chemical properties of such chains have been addre
both experimentally3–6 and theoretically2,6–12 and some of
their properties are now well understood. However, o
puzzle remains: the gold-gold bond lengths observed
electron microscopy4,5 can be as long as 4 Å and are there
fore in a regime where electronic structure calculations in
cate the bonds to be unstable.10 For comparison a bulk equi
librium gold-gold bond is only 2.9 Å. Initially the
experiments using mechanically controllable break juncti
seemed also to indicate very long gold-gold bonds3 but later
recalibrations of the distance measurements have brough
measurements in better agreement with theoret
expectations.13

Several possible explanations for the observed long b
lengths have been discussed including peculiar electr
correlation effects,10 large van der Waals forces in th
chains,10 or special spinning zigzag chain geometries wh
in some cases could effectively render some of the gold
oms ‘‘invisible’’ in electron microscopy.8

In the following we discuss another possibility. On th
basis of extensive density-functional calculations, we sh
that the bonding of carbon monoxide and oxygen to g
chains is unusually strong. In the case of oxygen, very sta
oxygen-gold chains can be formed, and we suggest that t
may give the long gold-gold distances observed experim
tally. The calculations suggest that this may even hap
without a change in the conductance of the chain: the res
ing gold-oxygen chain is found to have a single band cro
ing the Fermi level indicating a conductance of one quant
unit, 2e2/h. A side result of these calculations is that go
chains are much more chemically active than other g
structures, suggesting that the chains may constitude a
kind of chemically active gold.

Gold is usually considered very ‘‘noble,’’ i.e., chemical
inert.14 It is, for example, not energetically favorable for ox
gen molecules to adsorb dissociatively on a g
surface.15–17However, it has become clear over the last ye
that the situation is very different for small particles of go
0163-1829/2002/66~8!/081405~4!/$20.00 66 0814
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which cannot only be chemically active, but are even co
sidered catalytic materials.18,19 Several factors may play a
role for the increased reactivity of small gold clusters. Sm
clusters have a large number of defects like steps and k
which are more reactive than terrace atoms.16 Furthermore
the presence of a tensile strain—which in the case of the g
clusters could come from the interface between the clus
and a supporting material—is also known to increase
chemical activity.16 Finally, for very small particles it is pos
sible that direct quantum size effects could play a role for
reactivity.19 All of these ingredients~low-coordinated atoms
strain, and quantum size effects! can be expected to b
present to an even larger extent in gold chains: the coord
tion number in a perfect chain is as low as two, the chains
produced by mechanical stretching with significant strains
a result, and the observed quantized conductance is a
demonstration of a quantum size effect. Gold chains
therefore be expected to have radically different chem
properties from that of flat gold surfaces.

The chemical properties of gold nanowires have been
vestigated by Hakkinenet al.7 in a density functional study
of a suspended four-atom gold chain interacting with a m
thylthiol molecule. The chain is initially in a stretched co
figuration where the two central atoms have dimerized a
where the conductance is significantly below one quant
unit. The methylthiol is found to chemisorb on the chain a
raise the conductance. Experimentally, the effect of ads
bates on the conductance quantization has been investig
for gold nanocontacts.20

In Fig. 1 we show the results of self-consistent densi
functional theory~DFT! calculations on a gold chain with
and without interaction with oxygen atoms and carbon m
oxide molecules. The calculations have been performed w
a DFT code21 utilizing nonlocal ultrasoft pseudopotentials22

and an expansion of the wave functions in plane waves u
a kinetic energy of 340 eV~400 eV, where oxygen is
considered!.23 The PW91-GGA approximation to th
exchange-correlation energy24 is used. Periodic boundar
conditions are employed and unless otherwise stated the
cell contains two gold atoms with a sampling of the fir
Brillouin zone in eightk-points along the chain. With two
atoms in the unit cell possible Peierl’s distortions are
lowed. The distance between neighboring chains is 11.7
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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The binding energy curves shown in Fig. 1 are obtained
varying the height of the unit cell and relaxing all atom
positions until the forces vanish.

We have studied a number of different chain structures
Fig. 1. Focusing first on the case of pure gold, we ha
considered a chain which is constrained to be in a lin
configuration with the atoms equidistantly spaced. The va
of the cell height at the minimum point thus corresponds
an equilibrium nearest-neighbor-bond length of 2.6 Å
agreement with earlier calculations.10,6 The inflection point
of the binding energy curve appears at a bond length of
Å. This is an important length for chain stability. In a cla
sical nearest-neighbor model for the bonding, a chain wh
is stretched beyond the inflection point will dimerize
break.

Next we consider a pure gold chain without any restr
tions on the geometry~beyond the one imposed by a two
atom unit cell with periodic boundary conditions!. At the
minimum point for a cell height of 4.7 Å the chain exhibits
zigzag geometry,8 and close to the inflection point of th
straight-chain curve the zigzag chain is straightened out
a dimerization sets in. At the same time the energy cu
begins to deviate from the equidistant chain. The result o
calculation with a four-atom unit cell closely follows th
two-atom calculation until close to the inflection point whe
the four-atom chain breaks discontinuously.

Turning to the chemical properties, carbon monox
readily chemisorbs on the chain. The chemisorption ene
DEchemdepends on how much the chain is stretched and
therefore be defined as a function of the heightd of a unit
cell containing two gold atoms. In terms of the total energ

FIG. 1. ~Color! Calculated binding energy curves for differe
chain structures as a function of unit cell height. The zero poin
the energy is chosen corresponding to free, atomic gold atoms
the free molecules. The crosses are for a straight gold chain
atoms positioned equidistantly. The circles are for a chain with
gold atoms in the unit cell. The stars indicate a four-atom unit c
~with the length of the cell normalized to a two-atom cell!. The
filled squares are for a chain with CO coverage of 1/2 and the o
squares for an O coverage of one. Selected atomic chain struc
with gold ~yellow!, oxygen~red!, and carbon~white! are shown as
insets.
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of the chain with adsorbate and the pure chain and isola
adsorbate molecule, it is

DEchem5Echain1adsorbate~d!2Echain~d!2Eadsorbate.
~1!

The chemisorption energy of CO varies between21 and
22 eV, depending on how much the chain is stretched.
surfaces only bind CO very weakly,16 and the strong bonding
we find for the chains is typical of surfaces of much mo
reactive metals like Pt or Ni.25 The chemisorption energy
strongly depends on the height of the unit celld: for a unit
cell height given by the equilibrium zigzag structure of t
pure gold chain the chemisorption energy is of the order21

FIG. 2. ~Color! Interaction energy in eV per molecule versu
coordination number for gold atoms in different systems. Energ
have been calculated with respect to the substrate and the gas
molecule. Systems considered, ordered from higher to lower c
dination number, are plain~111! and stepped~211! surfaces, aggre-
gates containing ten gold atoms in two layers, and gold chains.
the chains a unit cell contains two gold atoms and one CO mole
or two O atoms. The height of the unit cell is 5.6 Å correspond
to the strongest binding configuration with CO or O chemisorb
The calculated relaxed atomic structures are shown as insets
gold atoms in yellow, oxygen atoms in red, and carbon atoms
white.

FIG. 3. ~Color! Band structure diagram for the gold-oxyge
chain at a cell height of 5.6 Å. The wave functions corresponding
the four bands indicated in the figure are shown to the right
iso-surfaces with the color indicating the phase of the wave fu
tion.
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eV. However, as the chain is stretched the chemisorption
ergy increases significantly. At a cell height of 5.6 Å t
chemisorption energy is almost22 eV. Futhermore, the pres
ence of CO leads to a longer equilibrium length and also
increased range of stability: in the presence of CO the ch
can be stretched up to a length of 7 Å~per two gold atoms!
before the breaking sets in. The chemisorption of CO le
to an opening of a gap in the electronic spectrum and
conductance is therefore expected to be much reduced.

The adsorption of atomic oxygen is even more pecul
c.f. Fig. 1. The chemisorption energy is of the order21.5 eV
per two oxygen atoms relative to the energy of the free m
ecule, and the resulting structure can best be described
gold-oxygen chain~see insets in Fig. 1! with the oxygen
atoms in alternating positions on both sides of a strai
string of gold atoms. Again the adsorption is much stron
than found previously for chemisorption on flat and stepp
surfaces and for an 18-atom cluster.16

We suggest that the large reactivity of the gold chains
related to the fact that the gold atoms in the chain hav
metal coordination number of two. In Fig. 2, we show t
adsorption energy of atomic oxygen and of CO on differ
gold structures as a function of the gold coordination num
Ncoor . We include here gold surfaces (Ncoor59) and
stepped gold surfaces (Ncoor57) from the calculations of
Mavrikakis et al.16 together with our calculated adsorptio
energies on the Au wires (Ncoor52). We have also included
results for a Au10 cluster (Ncoor54 or 5) to show results for
an intermediate coordination number. There is a clear co
lation with the coordination number such that the low
Ncoor is, the stronger the bond. Such correlations are rela
to changes in the electronic structure, particularly the ene
of the metald-states.25

The gold-oxygen chain is very flexible over a large ran
of cell heights~from 5–8 Å! in which the chain can adjus
the gold-oxygen-gold bonding angle with only a sm
change in energy, and it is clear that the chains are perfe
stable for gold-gold distances of more than 3.8 Å. The fo
constant of the chain at the minimum energy point is fo
unit cell with two gold atoms determined to 1.3 eV/Å2. Be-
yond a cell height of 8 Å the energy curve rises stee
indicating that significantly larger forces are needed to br
a gold-oxygen chain than a pure gold chain. Also the ab
lute value of the binding energy shows the gold-oxyg
chain to be more stable towards breaking because of the
fluctuations than a pure gold chain.

To gain more insight into the character of the gold-oxyg
chain, we show in Fig. 3 the one-dimensional band struc
around the Fermi level together with a few representa
wave functions. The magnetic moment is close to 1 b
magneton and comes about because the band indicatedA’’
s.

v.
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splits up in a completely filled spin-down band and a co
pletely empty spin-up band.26 As can be seen from the wav
functions the states in the ‘‘A’’ bands are mainly composed
of gold d-orbitals and oxygenp-orbitals perpendicular to the
gold-oxygen plane. The band indicated ‘‘B’’ splits up to a
much lesser extent and both the resulting spin-up and s
down bands cross the Fermi level. From the wave functi
the ‘‘B’’ band is seen to involve a much larger component
the gold s-orbital together with the in-plane oxyge
p-orbitals. The crossing of the Fermi level of the two part
bands shows the structure to be metallic with a conducta
of one quantum unit 2e2/h. The conductance is thus th
same as for a pure gold chain. It should be noted, howe
that quite generally a detailed description of the hybridiz
tion between oxygenp-states and transition or noble met
d-states in metal oxides requires the inclusion of self-ene
corrections not taken into account here.27

We conclude that the incorporation of oxygen into go
chains is very exothermic. We have also shown that
oxygen-gold chains are conducting, and that they have g
gold distances in the same range as the long chain len
observed in some experiments.4,5 On this basis we sugges
that what are observed in these experiments are in
oxygen-gold chains. While oxygen atoms should not
observable in the experiments; it is only very recen
that whole columns of oxygen atoms have been obser
using high-resolution transmission electron microsco
~HRTEM!.28

The formation of the oxygen-gold chains will clearly be
function of the experimental conditions and the pretreatm
of the sample. This we suggest is the reason why the l
gold-gold distances are only observed in some experim
and not in others.

The dissociation path for the oxygen molecules is still
open question. Our calculations show that the barrier fo
direct, simple dissociation on a pure gold wire can be qu
high ~of the order 2 eV! making this path rather improbabl
at ambient temperatures. The dissociation may therefore
quire special geometries or perhaps the presence of partic
impurities.

We also conclude that gold nanochains may be the m
reactive condensed form of gold in existence. The gold in
chains has a coordination number of two, and is even m
reactive than the small gold clusters that have recently b
shown to be unusually chemically active.18,19

We appreciate discussions with Jo”rgen Bilde-So”rensen
about HRTEM. The Center for Atomic-scale Materials Phy
ics ~CAMP! is sponsored by the Danish National Resea
Foundation. The present work was in part financed by T
Danish Research Agency through grant #5020-00-0012.
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